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_ PREFACE

This article was written for publication. Subject to clearance, the
manuscript will be submitted for consideration to Engineering Education
magazine, the journal of the American Society for Engineering Education.
The length of the article was recommended by the magazine. Additionally,
elements of style (such as using first person), the format (such as double
spacing and placing all figures at the end of the article), and the foot-
noting and documentation system were all specified by the magazine.

United States universities or colleges are usually accredited as an
institution to award general degrees, for example Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science degrees. Many universities go further and receive
additional, more stringent accreditation for specific programs within
their curricula, for example Chemistry or Civil Engineering programs.
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) is the

organization charged with accrediting specific engineering programs.

In 1985, ABET made a subtle yet significant change to one of its
accrediting criteria. The change drove universities throughout the
nation to reconsider the role of computers in engineering education.
This report outlines the efforts of the Department of Civil Engineering
at the United States Air Force Academy to meet the challenges of the
revised accreditation requirements.
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INTRODUCr ION

This article explains how the Department of Civil Engineering at the United

States Air Force Academy increased computer use in a four year undergraduate

curriculum without sacrificing a thorough schooling in the engineering funda-

mentals. This past decade saw major advances in expanded computer use for

engineering education, yet the advances were not without turbulence. I at-

tended professional conferences across the country and talked to the players,

learning of efforts and hearing concerns both in industry and academia.

Industry wanted graduates literate in the use of computers. Some students

and professors sought more computer use which, in this age of computers, seemed

to make sense. Yet others cautioned that undergraduate students did not fully

understand the engineering fundamentals even with traditional teaching tech-

niques. As universities surrendered more course work to computers, surely

things would only get worse. The debate waxed on. Then, the Accreditation

Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) made a subtle change to its accred-

iting criteria. It moved the evaluation of computers from "Facilities" to

"Curriculum."1  Emphasis moved from what equipment was available to how avail-

able equipment was used! The discussion among educators, at least within civil

engineering, shifted from "if" to "how."

Our department grappled with the same difficult questions facing other

universities concerning educational applications, software, hardware, funding,

and implementation. To complicate the matter, the answers were all intricately

interrelated. Pursuing "best educational applications," we finally settled

upon a tiered concept for introducing computers. The result was a tri-level

program of graduated computer use, identified simply as Level I, Level II, and

Level I1.



APPROACH

We began by discussing issues and ideas for computer use during profes-

sional conferences. Following leads from those conversations, we telephoned

individuals at many universities in pursuit of ideas. In addition to ideas, we

also stumbled onto unpublished surveys which a few schools had conducted on

their own behalf. From the surveys and conversations, we acquired a reasonably

comprehensive picture of computer use in universities across the country.

Simultaneously, we conducted a literature search keying on the words "com-

puter" and "education." We were deluged with references! We narrowed our

search to "microcomputer" and "education" and received a more workable re-

sponse. Although many interesting concepts surfaced, none fully tapped the

potential we felt was lurking within the computer.

We attempted to identify target areas for expanded computer use. Our own

experiences and conference discussions directed our attention to two general

areas. One was improving our students' understanding of fundamental concepts

• beyond memorization and rote application. The other was giving our students

modest experience using computers in a practitioner-like scenario.

/ Although details of the three levels are presented later, a brief intro-

duction is appropriate. Level I introduced students to the computer as a

useful tool with emphasis on the qualitative relationships among problem

*.Unfortunately, by narrowing our literature search from "computer" to

-. "microcomputer," we eliminated one of the most powerful sources we could have

hoped for. Through our own struggling efforts, we identified and implemented

many of the concepts prescribed in a study by the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, The Emerging Technology.2 The study was published in 1972, long

-,. before the term "microcomputer" was in use and long before the computer

capabilities existed to support its recommendations.
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parameters. Level II was a transition level. It required most of the student

decisions, and provided most of the intermediate results, of a manual solution.

The computer simply performed the calculations quickly enough to permit time

for alternative design comparisons. Level III provided students with hands-on

professional-level Computer Aided Design and Drafting (CADD) experience.

Developing in-class Level I teaching tools received our priority attention.

We felt it was there we could make the most dramatic improvements in student

understanding by building upon the standard derivations and example problems

generally presented in engineering classroom sessions. 3 Concurrently, we began

developing Level II software, and throughout our first year of effort,. we also

studied the commercial CADD systems for their suitability and availability.

SOFTWARE

Once we had identified the fundamental applications, we focused our atten-

tion on software. The majority of commercially available engineering software

was written for the professional practitioner, not for the educator and stu-

dent. The practitioner wants a usable design while minimizing the number of

decision points and extraneous output. The educator and student, on the other

hand, benefit from knowing the results of intermediate calculations, and use

intermediate decisions to ensure the student understands the material being

taught.

Acquiring appropriate software for Level I and Level I was our biggest

challenge; we found less than half a dozen suitable programs, which we modified

for our use. Consequently, we authored much of our own software, a task re-

quiring extensive support and encouragement from university administrators.
4

The large overhead for developing software is well known, but we developed a

system of authoring quality custom software without an exorbitant investment of

our professors' time, a system we have shared.
5
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Because Level III was primarily for capstone courses, practitioners' soft-

ware was acceptable. We evaluated proficiency in prerequisite fundamentals

prior to entry into the capstone courses. Thus, the fact that calculations

were transparent to the software user was of less concern than in the pre-

requisite studies. The benefit was the student's ability to evaluate many

design alternatives and to practice making engineering decisions. At Level

III, we authored custom software only to supplement commercial software or to

bridge the gap between prerequisite and capstone course needs.

HARDWARE

Hardware had to be considered right along with applications and software.

The project demanded choices among microcomputers, minicomputers, and main

frames. We chose microcomputers for all three levels, satisfying the long-
6

recognized need for reliability and economy. The benefits of that decision

were fantastic. 7 The only limitation we faced was in computer memory.

Occasionally, large Level III engineering or architectural drawings had to be

stored in parts.

Level I in-class demonstrations used a mobile cart for a microcomputer and

a large-screen monitor, with the computer driving several monitors if class

size warranted. Each mobile unit could support two or three courses or could

be used in a work area for self-paced tutoring or for Level II projects.

For Level III, we used a micro-based CADD system dedicated to the Civil

Engineering Department. This system, smart terminals connected to a central

file server, provided operational independence for those courses not needing

massive data bases. A future system supporting all five engineering depart-

ments will combine minicomputer work terminals with networked, stand-alone

microcomputers. The obvious advantage will be the ability to access larger

data bases.
.-
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LEVEL I COMIPUTER USE

. Level I targeted student understanding of fundamental engineering relation-

ships. I heard frequently echoed concerns among professors that undergraduate

students tend to focus on memorization of equations, routines, and procedures,

rather than on actual understanding of the underlying concepts. Level I

shifted student emphasis from memorization to the sensitivity and interrela-
".1

tionships among problem parameters.

To illustrate this process, consider student use of a tool such as a

design procedure. Many students apply the steps of a procedure as rigid

- .jrules. Usually, any reasonable series of decisions converges to an acceptable

solution but may require many lengthy iterations. However, the student with a

sufficient grasp of the principles at work makes better decisions and obtains

' an acceptable solution in fewer iterations.

The student with an even better understanding uses the steps of a procedure

not as rigid rules but as general guidelines. This student not only makes good

choices at each decision point but usually does not iterate in the strict sense

of the word. An inadequate initial design does not send him back to some entry

point in the procedure to repeat the process with revised data. Instead, he

makes direct modification of his initial design based upon his understanding of

the engineering principles. He is freed, as he should be, from a purely itera-

tive approach to engineering design. It is that student "feel" for behavior

which Level I helped us achieve.

Level I brought the computer right into the classroom as a teaching tool

similar to a chalkboard, overhead projector, or movie projector. The objective

was to introduce a topic then move beyond rote application of equations into

the realm of fuller understanding. As we adjusted parameters, what happened?

And why?

5



The students' anticipation was heightened upon entering the classroom te-

- cause the portable microcomputer and monitor were there. This was just one

8
advantage of a mobile unit. With computer speed, we worked many variations of

*-' the example problem presented during the lesson. Believing "a picturp is worth

a thousand words, we viewed each behavioral change graphically to tie a mentaL

picture of the change to its governing equations.

Developing reinforced concrete column interaction diagrams iLlustrttc.

this application of the microcomputer. Using student handouts, we derivfi kev

equations and relationships in class and applied them to a specific example

Column. Near the end of the lesson, I started the program and tyed in data

for the exampLe column. Figure shows what the students saw at that IXint.

-7 Four seconds Later they saw the completed interaction diagram as show , in

Figure 2. Next the testing of parameters began. It' we doubled the column

width, what would happen to the interaction diagram'.' They offered their pre-

dictions. XWe made the change and viewed the new result. as shot.n it, ti:gure 3,

automatically rescaled if necessary.

It they were correct in their predictions, I would probe for the "whys"

behind their reasoning. If they were wrong, we would turn to the equations on

k-,. the chalkboard and relate them to the picture on the monitor. They deveLoped a

better understanding of behavior and saved pages of calculations doing it. At

the touch of a key, Figure 2 returned to the screen, and we were read} tor the

next change. We tested other parameters following a similar rituai each time.

lei "What will happen and why?" "Why were you right.'" or Wihy were you 1,roni. '-

The equations and the relationships took on new significance, and behavior

started becoming a part of the students' knowledge. We could do many such

comparisons in a very few minutes of classroom time!

'. . There are points to emphasize. The computer did not replace engine-rinq.

C .'

6
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The principles were presented as before. The equations and relationships were

derived and explained as before. Even the long-hand example solution remained

to demonstrate the use of those equations. Nothing of substance was replaced!

* But the microcomputer allowed many variations of that example problem in just a

few minutes.

The changes in behavior and the relative importance of the various param-

eters became more obvious for several reasons. First, the changes were pre-

sented in a comparative format using graphics. The pictorial representation of

behavior appealed to the right side of the student's brain.9'10 Second, those

changes in behavior were not obscured by pages of manual calculations; the

results were available in seconds. Third, the professor was present to ensure

the changes were noticed and explained, addressing the left side of the

brain. The derived equations were on the chalkboard so that the graphic

portrayal of behavior was directly related to the governing equations. The

combination of verbal and pictorial presentation took advantage of the dif-

ferent strategies the two brain hemispheres employ in processing informa-

tion. The result appeared to be better retention and understanding.

Level I was adopted for any "introductory" course regardless of material

complexity. The examples for concrete columns are from a junior-level course.

We put comparable classroom software into a freshman-level statics and dynamics

course. A final-semester, senior-level structural dynamics design course

added software enhanced by animation! The important consideration for Level I

was first-time student exposure to a topic. It was the Level I emphasis on

qualitative relationships among the various problem parameters that forced the

student out of memorization and calculation and into a better understanding of

engineering behavior.
1 6

There are other aspects of Level I that are not detailed in this article.
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Level I is not difficult to incorporate into an existing curriculum; we needed

only ten to fifteen minutes every third or fourth lesson. This technique is

also effective in the laboratory, giving the ability to conduct the equivalent

of many laboratory tests for the time price of only one. 17 And with relatively

simple modifications, Level I software can assist in building quantitative

proficiency through self-paced tutoring, allowing students to review not only

qualitative results but also the specific calculations producing those

results. 
18

LEVEL II CXMPUTER USE

Level II put a student, or a team of students, to work on a comprehensive

project. This level was one step closer to what a graduate might find in a

professional engineering office. He defined the problem, entered appropriate

data, and let the computer provide an answer. But Level II required more user

*decisions and provided more intermediate and final values than do professional

packages. Using concrete beam design as an example, Figure 4 shows some of the

decisions required to obtain a preliminary design. Figure 5 shows how Level II

software provided the location of the neutral axis, the percent of maximum

allowable tension steel being used, and a calculation of material costs. That

additional information helped the Level II user make wiser design revisions.

Figure 5 also shows how a student may have used that information to revise his

design.

The computer's speed and ease of use encouraged students to make many de-

sign revisions and select the "best" design for the criteria. For example, in

designing a concrete floor system, students saw the effects a thicker floor

slab eventually had on the beam and girder designs. The manual calculations

were so lengthy that in past years even the best students had time to produce

only one acceptable design. With Level II, students could develop several

8



comparative designs and make qualitative decisions about their alternatives, a

capability noted as a primary potential for the instructional use of compu-

ters. Students became more aware of how the engineering parameters within

their control affected the overall design. Thus, they became more adept at

making efficient design decisions on the first trial design, perhaps a true

measure of their newly developing "engineering judgment."

LEVEL III COMPUTER USE

Level III employed a commercial "professional-level" software pac.kage, and

students completed a comprehensive design project during the semester. Stu-

dents met intermediate submittal deadlines but worked primarily at their own

pace with the professor filling the role of consultant. As with Level II

software, students were again encouraged by the speed and ease of use to make

comparative design revisions. But Level III did not provide the additional

intermediate and final values available at Level II, and the scope of each

project was much broader. Thus, the students further refined their engineering

judgment to make efficient design revisions.

The heart of the initial Level III effort was AUTOCAD software running on

A.T.&T. microcomputers, both of which were on educational loan. With that

sophisticated combination, students tackled more complex projects than ever

before. Even the drafting capabilities of the software encouraged creative

thinking since design changes did not precipitate painstaking drawing

revisions.

OBSERVATIONS

Recall that our primary interest was to produce better quality engineers,

and our principal concern was that the computer might actually mask the funda-

mentals involved in analysis or design. Our goal, then, was to use computers

to enhance our students' appreciation of engineering behavior and to develop

9



their engineering judgment. A precise evaluation of our effectiveness is ex-

tremely difficult at best and may be impossible based only on our brief exper-
20

ience with this effort. However, the observed increase in student competence

probably justifies our satisfaction with this tri-level approach.2 1 Some

specifics are noted below.

Level I Applications

7: The principal objective of Level I was to focus student attention on qual-

itative relationships with the possibility of also improving quantitative pro-

ficiency. The qualitative goal was realized, but we observed no significant

improvement in manual calculation skills. These results mirror those of John

Cowan at the Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, Great Britain, in his use of

ascending order questions. 2 2  We also observed an unexpected improvement in

student. attitude, measured through circumstantial factors such as interest,
.23

participation, and level of effort on assigned work.
2 3

Better Student Performance The change in performance was more subtle than

the increase in interest. Student performance on traditional work-out-the-

numbers type of exams improved only slightly, but on questions of a more con-

ceptual nature they did much better. But the major noticeable differences

appeared in classroom responses and homework solutions.

During lectures, I asked many questions probing student understanding.

Student responses were of a significantly higher quality! They recalled the

principles more easily and applied them more correctly in new situations.

Also, their ability to extract behavioral information out of new equations

and relationships improved. In short, their ability to think and converse

in terms of engineering behavior improved!

Solutions to homework design problems also improved. They produced better

preliminary designs, and they made more efficient preliminary-to-final design

10
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revisions. They still made errors reading tables and using calculators, but

the quality of their engineering decisions was better.

Heightened Student Interest Student interest truly did improve which may

alone have made the effort worthwhile.2 4 Their heightened interest came in

part because a special piece of equipment in the classroom signaled a change of

pace. Thus, a portable system increased effectiveness by stimulating interest

while also increasing economy and flexibility. The big TV-like screen demanded

their attention, just as TV does for my generation. Perhaps idealistically, I

also like to think they looked forward to a richer understanding of the

material.

Increased student involvement was another factor. I usually started with a

few examples to illustrate specific behaviors and to get the students' mental

gears in motion. Then I let the students select which parameters to change and

how radically to change them. It became their problem. They predicted the

results, and they explained why their prediction did or did not prove to be

correct. There was an element of video games in matching wits with the compu-

ter. It was entertaining, but more importantly, it was educational. The

method provided frequent feedback, reinforcement, and personal interaction, all

characteristics of successful instructional strategies.
2 5

Level II Applications

Level II enabled us to demand more mature thinking from our students. By

removing the burden of tedious manual calculations (once proficiency had been

established), the students concentrated on developing engineering judgment by

speeding up the process of design. The only important difference between Level

II and manual calculations was the time required to complete a design. The

same decisions were required of the students, and the same numerical results

11



were provided as a basis for making those decisions. The students were not

frustrated by careless mathematical errors (although we still stressed the

importance of error-free work), and they enjoyed the opportunity to compare

design alternatives.

Level III Applications

Level III debuted during the 1985-86 academic year with very limited avail-

ability; therefore, these conclusions are drawn from more limited observation.

However, both professors and students were pleased with the program. Our stu-

dents found the ability to compare designs and produce professional-quality

work, both in substance and appearance, rewarding. They graduated from Level

III confident in their decision-making abilities and proficient on at least one

widely-used professional-level CADD system. We intend to expand Level III into

other courses as quickly as funding permits.

SUPMARY

In an effort to enhance student learning, the Department of Civil Engi-

neering at the United States Air Force Academy made a concerted effort to

increase computer use in its undergraduate courses. We developed a tri-level

approach to computer use that helped our students progress from fundamental

equation solving to professional-level design. We initiated the program in the

Fall semester of 1984, and the results have been positive. We watched our

students develop an improved understanding of the engineering fundamentals and

saw them become more excited about their studies. We are continuing our ef-

4forts to expand the use of all three levels while ensuring that computers

enhance understanding, not replace it. We are convinced that our approach to

using computers gives our students a smooth and solid transition from beginning

engineering student to practicing professional!

12
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